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LA SIESTA hammock chair BasicSonri-
sa can be left outside all summer! Son-
risa is made of HamacTex® (polypro-
pylene). This fibre is weatherproof, 
fast-drying and surprisingly similar to 
cotton in look and touch. The spreader 
bar is made of high-quality hardwood 
from well-managed forests (FSC®). This 
hammock chair features a tearproof 

selvage created by doubling the weft 
threads, thus making sure that you 
will be able to enjoy your peaceful LA 
SIESTA oasis for many years to come! 
A trademark characteristic of a LA 
SIESTA hammock chair is its integrated 
safety swivel, allowing for secure 
rotation of your hammock chair, thus 
making it more durable.

Hammock chair basic 

Sonrisa lime SNC14-4  
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Hammock chair basic  Sonrisa lime SNC14-4

H A M A C TEX®

Weatherproof material
HamacTex® is a polypropylene fi bre developed for the special requirements of a 
hammock fabric. It is surprisingly similar to cotton in look and touch, weatherproof and 
fast-drying. Hamac Tex® is also known for its resistance to weathering as well as for its 
colour fastness.

S A F E T U R N

Integrated safety swivel
Another great detail developed and patented by LA SIESTA is the integrated safety swi-
vel for increased safety and comfort. It enables rotation around your own axis without 
overwinding the suspension ropes.

B O R D E R  

Tearproof selvage
The two borders of the lying surface feature a particularly tight weave. Thanks to this 
robust surface, exceptional stability is guaranteed.

MULTICORD

High number of suspension cords
Additional comfort thanks to a multitude of suspension cords that distribute the weight 
equally to the cloth of the hammock and hence give a unique feeling of agravity.

Responsible forestry
The FSC® logo guarantees that the wood used in a product has been produced in com-
pliance with the strict rules of the Forest Stewardship Council from sowing the tree via 
several processing steps up to the fi nal product. FSC®-Licence Code: CO12427

140 cm 155 cm 105 cm 110 cm 215 cm 130 kg
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